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This paper illustrates a fully automatic top-down approach to program development i  which 
formal problem specifications are mechanically translated into efficient RAM code. This code 
is guaranteed tobe totally correct and an upper bound on its worst case asymptotic running 
time is automatically determined. The user is only required to supply the system with a formal 
problem specification, and is relieved of all responsibilities in the rest of the program 
development process. These results are obtained, in part, by greatly restricting the system to 
handle a class of determinate, set theoretic, tractable problems. The most essential 
transformational techniques that are used are fixed point iteration, finite differencing, and data 
structure selection. Rudimentary forms of these techniques have been implemented and used 
effectively in the RAPTS transformational programming system. This paper explains the 
conceptual underpinnings of our approach by considering the problem of attribute closure for 
relational databases and systematically deriving a program that implements a linear time 
solution. 
1. Introduction 
More than ten years ago Dijkstra (1976), Wirth (1971), and Earley (1974) argued 
convincingly that their notions of top-down stepwise refinement could be used as a 
discipline to deal more effectively with the three basic problems of program development: 
program synthesis, verification, and analysis. These ideas have led us to formalise and 
partially automate top-down stepwise refinement within a software construction 
methodology for a restricted subclass of the polynomial time problems. 
The new approach to be described in this paper differs from other work in the degree of 
automation that it achieves. Essentially, we use a compiler paradigm to mechanise 
program synthesis, correctness, and performance analysis. The compiler, implemented 
within the RAPTS program transformation system (Paige, 1983, 1984a), accepts formal 
problem specifications written in a functional anguage based on finite set theory with 
deterministic selection primitives. Because these specifications are written at a high level 
of abstraction, they are assumed to be "correct". The high level of abstraction in which a 
problem can be expressed allows semantic information about the problem to be captured 
locally in the syntax; this makes it possible to mechanically select and justify the 
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algorithmic transformations that are applied in the first phase of compilation. Semantic 
information is also propagated downward by transformations to facilitate the 
mechanisation f further efinement s eps in this largely top-down process. 
The actual synthesis of the implementation level program is done automatically 
according to a few basic principles of program design. These rudimentary principles, 
which we adopt, state that the essential properties of a program in descending order of 
importance are: computability, strategy, access paths, and storage structures. These 
properties (to be discussed more fully later) are implemented by program transformations 
within distinct compilation phases. Each transformation is associated with a capacity for 
improvement in performance, which permits a formal description of performance to be 
compiled along with the codc. 
The first two transformations resemble classical numerical techniques. After 
determining that the specification is computable, the first transformation turns the 
functional specification i to a lower level imperative form with emerging strategy. This 
transformation computes roots of set theoretic predicates by iterating to a fixed point 
(Paige, 1984a). Next, the strategy is implemented efficiently using a generalised finite 
differencing technique (Paige and Koenig, 1982) that forms access paths and incremental 
computations. The third compiler phase replaces ets and maps by conventional storage 
structures using a top-down variant of SchWartz's method of data structure selection by 
basings (Schwartz, 1975). 
This high degree of mechanisation is gained, in part, by sacrificing a fully general 
specification language. The language considered in our paper is restricted to a subclass of 
determinate, tractable problems that compute finite sets. Yet this restricted language 
seems to be widely applicable to problems arising in practice. Besides the case study 
discussed in this paper, the language can express the linear time fragment of Willard's 
subset of Relational Calculus (Willard, 1983, 1984); it has been used to compile efficient 
algorithms for graph reachability, cycle testing, graph interval partitioning, grammar 
transformations, and many more. Also, minor variants of the transformational techniques 
discussed, in this paper have been used by Paige et al. (1985) to discover a new algorithm 
to solve the single function coarsest partition problem. 
The pragmatic aims of our work set it off from other more general approaches to 
computer-assisted software development, but also bring it closer (even in terms of 
methodology) to the more successful work in symbolic and algebraic computation 
(Buchberger et al., 1983). Like the methodology used in systems that automate 
mathematical calculations, our methodology aims to be practical, stresses automation, 
and narrows its focus to widely applicable cases; it relies on normal forms and on  a small 
but powerful collection of basic program transformations that capture fundamental 
principles of software design. We feel that this affinity with symbolic algebra is a tangible 
one, and that the perfection of our concepts and techniques might lead to a practical, 
alternative software development methodology. 
Our approach is illustrated below by a case study. 
2. A Case Study--Attribute Closure 
2.1. FINITE SET LANGUAGE AND MACHINE MODEL 
In order to specify the problem of attribute closure we use notations borrowed from 
finite set theory (Suppes, 1972) and SETL (Schwartz et al., 1986). A precis of the basic set 
operations in our language is given in Table 1. Most of these expressions conform to 
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Table 1. Basic set operations and their costs 
Let Q and T be any stored sets; let g be a map (set of pairs). 
Expression/Operation Definition Complexity 
Elementary operations 
Q: = {} assign empty set 0(1) 
Q with: = x set element addition 0(1) 
Q less: = x set element deletion 0(1) 
x e Q set membership test 0(1) 
Q arbitrary choice 0(1) 
3 x ~ Q test for empty sett 0(1) 
g{x} {y: [u, y] ~glu = x} 0(1) 
g(x) y, if g{x} = {y} 0(1) 
f~ (undefined), otherwise 
g{x}:= {} make image set empty 0(1) 
g{x} with : = y add pair I'x, y] to g 0(1) 
g{x} less: = y delete pair lx, y] from g 0(1) 
y~g{x} test Ix, y] ~# 0(1) 
g(x):= f~ remove x from domain g 0(1) 
g(x): = z make g(x) = z 0(1) 
domain g {x: Ix, y] eg} 0(1) 
(for x e Q) execute Block for each 0(# Q ~ cost(Block(x))) 
Block(x) element x belonging to Q:~ 
end for; 
Non-elementary operations 
range g {y: I'x, y] ~g} 0(#0)§ 
# Q set cardinality 0(# Q) 
gEQ] {y : xeQ, yeg{x}  O( #e + #Q) 
I x ~ Q[ K(x)} set former 0(# Q * cost(K(x))) e(x) :x ~ Q} set former 0(# Q * cost(e(x))) 
Q c~ T set intersection 0(# Q) 
Q-  T set difference 0(# Q) 
Q u T set union 0(#Q + # T) 
3 x e Q I K(x) existential quantifier 0(# Q ~ cos t(K(x))) 
¥ x ~ Q I K(x) universal quantifier 0(# Q * cost(K(x))) 
Q x T cartesian product 0(# Q) .  ( # 7")) 
min/Q minimum value in Q 0(#Q) 
Q: = T copy set T to set Q 0(#Q) 
t As a side effect x is assigned an arbitrarily chosen element of Q or the undefined 
value f~ if Q is empty. 
:~ It is assumed that the for-loop iterates through acopy of Q. This allows Q to be 
modified within the loop without affecting loop iteration. 
§ Expression # g denotes the number of pairs belonging to g. 
universally accepted mathemat ica l  notations, but one exception is the treatment of maps.  
We regard a map as a finite set of ordered pairs that maps a domain set to a range set. 
Thus, a map can be a single-valued function or a mult i -valued binary relation. Funct ion  
retrieval is denoted by g(x) while multi-valued map retrieval is denoted by g(x}. We 
prefer to denote the size of a finite set Q by # Q. We also include conventional statements 
such as assignments, while-loops, and conditionals. 
Table 1 also serves as a set theoretic complexity measure l isting set operat ions and their 
preliminary time estimates for worst case asymptot ic performance. This measure xtends a 
Uniform Cost Sequential Random Access Machine (RAM) (Aho et al., 1974; Mehlhorn ,  
1984) to include certain "e lementary" set operations. The measure is further extended to 
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non-elementary set operations by figuring the costs of implementing these operations in 
terms of elementary set operations. Alternatively, the measure can be based on efficient 
hash-table implementations of sets and maps; that is, on the assumption that a single 
hash operation on a data value with unit space storage takes unit time and that searching 
through a set takes time proportional to the cardinality of the set. Computational costs 
determined under this set theoretic measure will be called set theoretic osts. 
One of the main themes of this paper is to show how to integrate performance with 
syntax. We will achieve this goal by providing a transformational methodology'together 
with sufficient conditions for which the preliminary time estimates from Table 1 become 
actual worst case time bounds on a RAM. 
As was shown informally by Paige (1984b), the sublanguage SQ of non-elementary set 
expressions found in Table 1 has at least the expressive power of Relational Algebra 
(Codd, 1970). SQ is strictly more powerful than Relational Algebra, because it can 
express uch operations as cardinality # Q and collective minimum min/Q. In light of the 
proof in Aho and Ullman (1979) that Relational Algebra cannot express transitive 
closure, it seems likely that the same limitation holds for SQ. 
Aho and Ullman overcame this limitation in Relational Algebra by adding least fixed 
point expressions. Immerman (1982) and Vardi (1982) later showed that this solution (in 
the presence of a linear ordering) results in a language that expresses exactly all problems 
computable in polynomial time (with respect o the input size) on a Turing machine 
(PTIME). 
Likewise, our solution is to augment the set theoretic expressions given in Table 1 with 
the following dual forms of deterministic selection: 
(i) the Q: 0 -~ Q]K(Q) minimising Q 
(ii) the Q: Q G 1]K(Q) maximising Q 
where 0 and 1 represent finite sets. The value of specification (i) is the unique smallest set 
Q (smallest with respect to set inclusion) that contains 0 and satisfies the predicate K, If 
there are no solutions or more than one possible solution, then the value of (i) is 
undefined. The meaning of (ii) is analogous. 
Let us consider the expressive power of SQ plus expressions (i) and (ii) in the presence 
of a linear ordering (we call this augmented language SQ+). Since expressions (i) and (ii) 
can express least and greatest fixed points of a function h (by making equality h(Q) = Q 
appear as the boolean subpart K(Q)), then SQ + can express PTIME. Since the powerset 
of a finite set Q can also be expressed in SQ+; i.e. 
pow(T) = the Q: {{}} --- Q[ Qu {(x} uy: x ~ T, y ~ Q} = Q minimising Q 
then SQ + strictly includes PTIME. Based on pow(T), SQ + can express, for example, the 
NP-complete problems and even constructs hat are undefined in standard set theory; e.g. 
the least fixed point of pow(T). In this paper we will consider only a highly restricted 
subset of SQ +. (The reader should refer to the recent compelling work of Gurevich (1987) 
and Gurevich and Shelah (1985) for a much deeper understanding of the complexity of 
query languages with fixed point operators.) 
2.2. PROBLEM SPECIFICATION 
The set theoretic expressions of Table 1 together with deterministic selection form a 
high level problem specification language that captures formally the direct relationship 
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between input and output. To specify the attribute closure problem we consider a finite 
set U of elements called attributes. The input consists of a subset X of U and a binary 
re lat ionf-2u × U that maps sets of attributes Y to sets of attributesf{Y}. It outputs the 
attribute closure X + defined as the smallest set S containing X and also containing f{ Y} 
whenever it contains Y. X + is defined more formally in terms of the following 
deterministic selection expression: 
(1) program attribute closure; 
input X, f; 
output X + where 
X + = the S: X -  ~ S1(¥ Y~domainf[ Y ~- S=~f{ Y} ~- S) minimising S; 
Because specification (1) is so abstract, we assume that it is a priori correct. The final 
code that implements (1) is guaranteed to be correct because it is derived using only 
correctness preserving transformations (Gerhart, 1975). A discussion of how the attribute 
closure problem arises in databases i  found in Appendix I. 
Ullman (1980) gives a simple algorithm to compute the attribute closure in O(m 2) 
steps, where 
m = #X+Er6domai r t f (#  Y+ #f{Y}). 
Beeri and Bernstein (1979) give a more complicated algorithm with time and space 
complexity O(m). RAPTS can automatically compile problem specification (1) into an 
algorithm with the same asymptotic performance as Bernstein's and Beeri's. In the next 
sections we will use this example to illustrate the three basic program transformations 
that mechanically translate set theoretic problem specifications into efficient RAM code. 
2.3. FIXED POINT TRANSFORMATION--EMERGENCE OF STRATEGY 
In the first phase of compilation RAPTS determines that the attribute closure problem 
(i) can be solved using a naive algorithm that runs in 0(2 m) steps. After this RAPTS uses 
a fixed point transformation to implement a rough strategy for specification (1) with 
O(m 2) running time with respect o our set theoretic omplexity measure. 
The fixed point transformation resembles a familiar technique from Numerical Analysis 
where the root of a function h is approximately computed by iterating to a fixed point of a 
function g such that h(x)= 0 when g(x)= x. In order to apply this transformation, the 
qualifier subpart occurring within specification (1) is first transformed into an equational 
form using a uniformly terminating rewrite system (see just below). 
the S: X ~ S[(V Y~domainf[ Y ~ S=~f{Y} ~S) minimising S-~ 
the S: X ~ S [ (k-JY~domainf[ r~S f(Y}) -- S minimising S -~ 
the S: X c_Slf[{Y~domainf l  yc  S}] ~S minimising S -~ 
(2) the S: X c S I S u f [{  Y ~ domain f [ Y ___ S}] = S minimising S 
This rewrite system serves to transform the problem specification i to a form for which 
the conditions of our fixed point transformations can be checked mechanically. If these 
conditions cannot be recognised, then compilation simply stops. Our purpose in showing 
some of the actual rewrite steps above is to provide a glimpse of the kind of rules that are 
included and to justify the transformation from (1) to (2). This part of the current 
implementation is more ad hoc (although it is not merely tailored to this example) and 
less significant han the rest of our system, which we now proceed to describe. 
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The fixed point transformations are based on the following theorem derived from 
Tarski (1955). 
THEOREM 1. Let (T, <)  be a partially ordered set with a least (greatest) element denoted 
0 (l). Let h: T ~T be a monotone fimction; i.e. if U < Q, then h(U) < h(Q), V U, Q ~ T. 
Then the set (hi(0): i = 0, 1 . . . )  ({hi(l): i = 0, 1 . . .}) is finite iff h has a least (greatest) 
fixed point P = hk(0) (respectively, P = hk(1)) for some k < oo. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we consider only the case of least fixed points. 
(~-) trivial 
(-*) Assume that the set {hi(0):i=0, 1 . . . .  } is finite. Let h°(0)=0. Since h is 
monotone, we can show by induction that hl(0)~hl+l(0), i=0 ,  1 , . . . .  Then by the 
pigeon-hole principle, for some k < oo hk(0)---hk+~(0) is a fixed point of h. If p is any 
other fixed point of h, we can show by induction that hi(0) < p, i = 0, 1 . . . . .  Hence hk(0) 
is the least fixed point of h. [] 
Whenever the appropriate conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied and h is computable, the 
specification 
the P: P > 01 h(P) = P minimising P 
or its dual 
the P: P < 1 [h(P) = P maximising P 
is well defined and can be implemented using the following code, 
P: = 0 (1); $Initialise P to 0 (resp. 1) 
(converge) $Repeat until P does not change 
P: = h(P); 
end; 
which converges after a finite number of steps. 
Because the finiteness of the set {hlO): i=0, 1 . . .}({hi (1) : i=0,  1 . . .})  and the 
monotonicity of h are undecidable (Gurevich, 1983), RAPTS attempts to mechanically 
justify stronger conditions than these in order to apply its fixed point transformations. 
The class of monotone functions recognised by RAPTS includes a finite collection of basic 
monotone functions and functions that are obtained by composition from monotone 
functions or from antimonotone functions.t This class is defined in Cai and Paige (1987). 
For our example RAPTS is able to determine that 
g(S) = Swf[{  g~domain f [ r ~- S}] 
is monotone in S with respect o set inclusion. Also, since we can only input finite objects, 
it is easy to determine (using the method of valuations by Sintzoff (1972)) that X,f ,  and 
range fare  finite. Based on this last fact, the system directly infers that {gi(X): i = 0, 1 . . .}  
is finite also (and is a subset of X u range f) .  
By a straightforward application of Theorem 1, specification (1) could be implemented 
by the following procedure: 
t A function #: Q ~ T is antimonotone/ff V x, y z Q lx <~ y=~g(x) >~ g(y). 
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(3) S:=X;  
(converge) $Repeat until S does not change; 
Sw: = f[{ Y ~domain f l Y c_ S}];:~ 
end; 
return S; 
However, procedure (3) has two serious shortcomings: It is committed to a fixed 
breadth-first earch strategy, and its asymptotic time complexity is not easy to determine. 
These shortcomings can be overcome, however, by using a less committed approach 
(recommended byPaige (1984a)) in which S is augmented each time through the loop by a 
single element picked arbitrarily-from f[{ Y ~ domainf [Y ~ S}] -  S. Thus we arrive at the 
following version: 
S:=X;  
(converge) 
S with: = ~ (f[{ Y ~ domainf I Y c S}] - S); § 
end; 
return S; 
which can be rewritten in the following more conventional way: 
(4) S: = X; 
(while 3 z~f [{Y  ~domain f l  Y ~ S}]-S) 
S with: = z; 
end while; 
return S; 
The sequence of steps that transform specification (2) to code (4) is implemented in
RAPTS using the following single transformation: 
(5) P: = the Q: W _ Q IQuh(Q) -- Q minimising Q; 
- .+ 
P: = W; 
(while 3 z ~ h(P) - P) 
P with: = z; 
end while; 
which can be applied whenever the values of W and range h are finite and h is monotone. 
A dual transformation is implemented for greatest fixed points. 
Transformation (5) establishes the overall algorithmic strategy-=-a greedy iterative 
strategy that monotonically approaches the solution from below, starting with an initial 
underestimate. The dual transformation approaches the solution monotically from above, 
starting with an initial overestimate. 
Transformation (5) also pushes the worst case asymptotic time complexity down to a 
polynomial in m and secures an O(m) space complexity in this example. Since the 
number of times in which the while-loop is executed within (4) is bounded by the size of 
the output (which is O(m)), and since the cost each time through the loop is O(m), the 
running time of (4) is O(m2). 
Note that transformation (5)turns applicative code into imperative code and 
introduces the first variable that stores intermediate values. 
:~ Just as in ALGOL68 or SETL we make use of the notation "Q binop: = (expression)", which stands for 
"Q := Q binop (expression)". 
§ The a denotes the arbitrary-choice operator which picks an arbitrary element from a set. s{ } is ~, with the 
extension {f2} -- { }. 
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Various similar fixed point transformations are presented in Sharir (1982), Reif and 
Scherlis (1982), Naqvi and Henschen (1983), Paige (1984a) and Cai and Paige (1987). In 
Cai and Paige (1987) fixed point transformations are also extended to various kinds of 
semi-lattices, e.g. partitions. 
2.4. FINITE DIFFERENCING--FORMATION OF ACCESS PATHS 
The next phase of compilation leads to further program improvement byintroducing 
access paths (i.e. maps, similar to database indexes, that permit quick access to values in 
one set from values in another set) and useful invariants. The detection, implementation, 
and exploitation f invariants i  achieved by a finite differencing transformation described 
in Paige and Koenig (1982) and Paige (1981, 1983, 1986) that generalises Briggs's 
sixteenth-century method of polynomial tabulation by difference polynomials (Goldstine, 
1972, 1977). It is also related to strength reduction (Allen et al., 1981), the method of 
iterator inversion by Eadey (1976), and the unique differencing technique ofFong (1977, 
1979) and Fong and Ullman (1976). 
The running time of program (4) is still too slow, essentially O(m 2) steps with respect 
to the set theoretic complexity measure shown in Table i. This inefficiency is due to the 
repeated costly evaluation ofthe set expression 
(6) f[{ Y e domain f[ Y _~ S}] - S 
every time through the while-loop. 
Computation f (6) can be avoided by maintaining the invariant 
(7) E5' = f [{Yedomain fl Y c_ 8}_I -S 
at the program point where (6) is computed; this allows us to replace the computation (6) 
with its stored value E5'. That is, we 
1. calculate xpression (6) and store its value into variable E5' on entry to the while- 
loop; 
2. update E5' within the while-loop just before S is modified so that invariant (7) is 
maintained at the point where expression (6) occurs. This update code is called 
difference code for E5' with respect to the modification S with:= z; 
3. replace xpression (6) by ES'. 
We call this technique finite differencing. Of course, finite differencing is worthwhile 
only if the cumulative cost of computing the difference code for expression E5' within the 
program after finite differencing is applied is less than the cost of repeatedly computing 
expression (6) in the unoptimised program. This is determined automatically within 
RAPTS by syntactic analysis of expression (6) together with the modification S with := z. 
The basic idea behind this analysis is the recognition that each of the subexpressions of 
(6) can be maintained inexpensively asan invariant. (Maintaining these subexpressions as 
invariants will keep E5' invariant also.) In general RAPTS stores a finite collection of 
expressions (called elementary differentiable xpressions) and their associated blocks of 
difference code guaranteed to be inexpensive. 
For example, let us consider element addition Q wi}h: = z to be strict if element z does 
not belong to Q just before it is added; consider element deletion Q less: = z to be strict if 
element z belongs to Q before it is removed. It is easy to see that expressions C1 = # T 
and C2 = {x e Q I K(x)}, where Q does not occur free within K, are differentiable r lative 
to strict element additions and deletions to or from set arguments T and Q. Invariant 
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C1 = # T can be re-established immediately after a strict element addition T with: = z by 
executing the difference code C1 + : = 1 just before the change to T. An efficient difference 
code block for C2 relative to a strict element deletion Q less: = z is 
if K(z) then 
C2 less: = z; 
end if; 
Note that for both cases the difference code requires only O(1) time to compute 
(assuming that the cost of computing K(z) is O(1)) while full calculations of C1 and C2 
take O(# T) and O(# Q) steps respectively according to Table 1. 
Whenever an expression can be recognised as being formed by composition from 
elementary differentiable xpressions (which can be maintained collectively as invariants 
at low cost), then finite differencing can be applied. As was shown in Paige and Koenig 
(1982) and Paige (1983), such recognition is straightforward. 
In order to expose hidden elementary differentiable xpressions and to regularise the 
code, expression (6) is placed into a normal form (called Refcount Normal Form in Paige 
(1984b)). 
(8) 
f [{  Y E domain f ] Y ~ S}] -- S 
{x E f [{  Y ~ domain f l Y ~ S}] I x ~ S} 
{x~f[{Y~domain f [ Y -S= {} }] Ix$S} 
{xEf[{Y~domain f l  {z~ YIz6S} = {} }] Ix$S} 
{xef[{Yedomainf l  #{z~ Yl z6S} = 0}] [x6S} 
$ Refcount Normal Form; 
Like the rewrite system that prepares problem specifications for fixed point 
transformations, this second rewrite system plays an aneillary role to the more essential 
finite differencing transformations. It just performs a variety of minor symbolic 
manipulations such as turning set difference and intersection into equivalent set formers. 
For details, see Paige (1983, 1984b). 
Analysis of invariant ES' in its new form (8) is a twofold process. First, by examination 
of the subexpressions of (8) together with the ways in which their parameters are 
modified, five elementary differentiable xpressions are recognised; correspondingly, the 
five invariants I1-I5 (shown in Table 2) are introduced. Second, because the difference 
code for E1 contains costly embedded expression evaluations, it is necessary to maintain 
another auxiliary invariant0 16 (see Table 2). 
To get a better understanding of the differencing method, it is useful to go through 
some of the analysis needed to recognise the six invariants 11-I6. Consider the innermost 
Table 2, Invariants for the attribute closure program 
Main invariants formed from subexpressions 
(I1) E1 = {l'Y, z] :Y6domain f, ze Ylz¢S} 
(I2) E2 = {l'Y, #El{Y}]: Yedomain El} 
(I3) E3 = {Yedomainf[ E2(lO = 0} 
([4) E4 =fiE3] 
(15) E5 = {xeE4lx¢S} 
Auxiliary invariant 
(I6) E6 = {Ix, Y]: Yedomainf, x~ Y} 
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subexpression f (8), 
(9)  = {z rlzCs} 
To maintain (9) as an invariant, we need to consider the cost of difference code relative to 
modifications in S and Y. For a fixed Y the difference code needed to restore the 
invariant when S chatiges by element addition is inexpensive. However, because Y 
changes in an arbitrary way, the invariant cannot be restored when Y is assigned a new 
value unless a full recalculation of (9) is performed. To overcome this problem we 
maintain the set of invariants (9) for all Y values belonging to domain f .  This can be done 
efficiently by using the single aggregate invariant I1, i.e. 
El{Y} = {z~ YI z¢S}, V Y~domain f,
or, equivalently, 
E1 = {[Y, z]: Y~domain f, zeY lz¢S }. 
Consider the following difference code for E1 relative to the change S with: = z: 
(10) (for Yedomain f [z~ Y) 
El{Y} less: = z; 
end for; 
which is executed just before S is modified. Code (10) essentially restores all invariants (9) 
(for each Y value) spoiled by the change to S. However, this code is inefficient, because of 
the costly search through domain f. Fortunately, we can avoid this costly search by 
maintaining another invariant I6 (cf. Table 2). The improved ifference code is, 
(11) (for Y~E6{z}) 
El{ Y} less: = z; 
end for; 
As was noted previously in Paige and Koenig (1982), the technique used to obtain code 
(11) resembles Briggs's classical method of numerical finite differencing (Goldstine, 1972, 
1977). Just as Briggs used difference polynomials to tabulate polynomial values at 
successive argument points, we make use of auxiliary expression E6 as a kind of "first 
difference xpression" to obtain successive values of E1 in an efficient way. 
The remaining invariants I2-I5 are determined directly from the other subexpressions 
of (8). These include the collection of reference counts E2(Y)= #El{Y}, for every 
Y e domain f ;  the others are shown in Table 2. 
Note that subexpression (9) is handled ifferently from subexpression E5 even though 
they appear to have the same form. This is because their parameters undergo 
modifications in a different way. Both parameters E4 and S of E5 are modified solely by 
element addition, while parameter Y of (9) undergoes changes in an arbitrary way. 
Putting together the collective difference code to maintain all the invariants I I- I6 is 
done by means of a "chain rule" in the following way. We first insert the difference code 
(11) for the innermost subexpression E1 just before the modification to S within 
procedure (4). Then we insert the difference code 
(12) E2(Y)--:= 1 
for the next outermost subexpression E2 just prior to the change in E1 (which spoils the 
invariant I2) occurring within (11). Proceeding from innermost to outermost 
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subexpression, we continue to insert difference code in this way until we get to the last 
invariant I5. Since I5 can be spoiled by modifications toboth of its parameters E4 and S, 
15 is maintained by inserting difference code just prior to both of these modifications. The 
result is shown in the final program (see Fig. 1 below). For a more comprehensive 
discussion of the chain rule and a formal correctness proof, see Paige and Koenig (1982) 
and Paige (1986). 
If we assume that all of the invariants I1-I6 are established on entry to the while-loop 
of (4), then after the collective difference code is inserted in accordance with the chain 
rule, these invariants will all hold at the program point p where the while-loop redicate 
is computed. Since E5' equals E5 at p, we can replace the costly expression (6) by E5. 
Before going on to discuss syntactic analysis of performance, a few clarifying remarks 
should be made about our choice of difference code and certain notational conventions. 
For the sake of efficiency, we make all element additions and deletions included within 
difference code to be strict. This tactic limits the extent o which a variable modification 
will be propagated to the fewest number of innermost invariants likely to be falsified. We 
use another efficiency saving idea to conserve the space needed to store function E2. Since 
E2(Y) represents the reference count #El{Y}, its value is constant, essentially 0, on all 
but a small number of domain elements Y. Therefore, we only store non-zero reference 
counts and denote this fact by the declaration repr E2()70. Consequently, whenever E2(Y) 
is undefined, it is interpreted as having the value 0. Whenever 0 is to be stored into E2(Y), 
¥ is removed from the domain of E2 and its space released. 
In the following discussion we show how the set theoretic ost of the attribute closure 
program after finite differencing can be determined by a straightforward syntactic analysis 
(using an S-attributed grammar (Aho et al., 1986), for example) prior to the actual 
application of any transformations. This analysis involves three components--the cost of 
establishing the invariants before the loop, the cost of maintaining them within the loop, 
and the remaining costs. 
To establish the six invariants shown in Table 2, we can execute six separate 
assignments in an obvious way. The cost of these assignments can be determined by 
applying the set theoretic omplexity measure from Table 1. This cost is O(m). If we 
neglect the cost of maintaining the invariants, the remaining costs are due to the 
input/output costs and the loop iteration count--essentially O(m) steps. 
The most interesting and also most difficult analysis is that of determining an upper 
bound on the cost of maintaining the invariants. This cost estimate can be determined 
from syntactic properties of the expressions whose values are maintained. Since this topic 
is central to the paper, we will discuss these ideas in somewhat greater detail. 
The essential ideas for analysing these costs are outlined below. Our discussion is 
simplified for invariants whose maintenance osts are linear in the space needed to store 
the input and output. Generalisation to arbitrary polynomial time complexities is 
straightforward, but the additional parameterisation that would be required goes beyond 
the scope of this paper. Also our time bound is only an upper bound, which is most 
valuable when it indicates linear time, since, for this special case, it can also be regarded 
as a lower bound. 
DEFINITION 1. 
1. An expression E = g(T) is strongly continuous with respect o modifications of the 
form AT to T if the cost of the difference code for E with respect o AT is O(1). 
2. An expression E = g(T) is weakly continuous with respect o modifications AT to T, 
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if for every sequence of n modifications ArT . . . . .  A,T (of the form AT) that 
constructs the final value T2 from the initial value Tt, the cumulative cost of 
executing the difference code for E with respect to all these modifications is 
O(max(cost(g(Tt)), cost(g(T2))) + n). 
Strong continuity means that the worst case cost of re-establishing an invariant when it 
is spoiled by a single parameter modification is bounded by a constant. For example, E2 
is strongly continuous with respect o the strict assignment El{Y} less: = z, since the cost 
of the difference code E2(Y)- : - -  1 for E2 is O(1). 
Weak continuity (which is related to amortised complexity (Tarjan, 1985)) means that 
the cumulative cost of maintaining an invariant I relative to all modifications to a 
parameter T is bounded by the cost of establishing I at either the initial or final value of T 
(whichever is greater) plus the number of modifications to T. For example, E1 is weakly 
continuous with respect o the strict change S with:= z, since the computational cost of 
executing the difference code (11) relative to any n of these strict element additions to S is 
bounded by O(n) plus the space needed to store domainf. 
Table 3 below gives the continuity properties of the first tlve invariants I1-I5 relative to 
the parameter modifications arising from the program (4) and the finite differencing rules 
applied to (4), Within Table 3, if E = h(T) is an invariant, we refer to T as an independent 
variable and E as the dependent variable of the invariant. If AT represents a modification 
in an independent variable, then Table 3 gives the corresponding form of modification to 
the dependent variable E occurring within the difference code for E relative to AT. 
Table 3. Continuity properties of invariants 
Independent variable Dependent variable 
Invariant modification Continuity modification 
I1 S with: = z weak El{Y} less: = z 
12 El{Y} less: = z strong E2(Y)-  : = 1 
I3 E2(Y)- := 1 strong E3 with: = Y 
I4 E3 with: = Y weak E4 with:= x 
I5 E4 with: = x strong E5 with: = x 
S with:= z strong E5 less:= z
The following theorem states how continuity properties are closed under composition. 
THEOREM 2. Let E = h(T) be a function, and let AE represent the form of modification to the 
dependent variable E within the difference code for h relative to a modification AT to T. 
1. I fh  is strongly continuous with respect o AT, then h is also weakly continuous with 
respect o AT. 
2. I f  h is strongly continuous with respect to AT and function g(T, E) is strongly 
continuous with respect o both AE and AT, then g(T, h(T)) is strongly continuous 
with respect o AT. 
3. I f  h is weakly continuous with respect o AT and function g(E) is weakly continuous 
with respect o AE, then g(h(T)) is weakly continuous with respect o AT. 
4. I f  h is weakly continuous with respect to AT and function g(T, E) is strongly 
continuous with respect to both AE and AT, then g(T, h(T)) is weakly continuous with 
respect o AT. 
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PROOF: 
1. If h is strongly continuous with respect o AT, then the cumulative cost of all 
difference code for E= h(T) with respect to any sequence A~T . . . . .  A,T of n 
modifications of the form AT is O(n). Hence h is weakly continuous with respect to 
AT. 
2. The result follows from the fact that the sum of three constants i a constant. 
3. Consider a sequence of n modifications a= A1T,..., AnT that constructs T2 from 
T1. The difference code for E = h(T) with respect to sequence crforms a sequence of 
m modifications AlE . . . . .  AmE to E that constructs E2 =h(T2) from E~ = h(T1). 
Since E = h(T) is weakly continuous in AT and g(E) is weakly continuous in AE, 
then the cumulative cost of computing all this difference code is 
O(n + max(cost(h(T1)), cost(h(T2)))) +O(m + max(cost(g(E0), cost(g(E2)))) 
= O(n + max(cost(h(T1)) + cost(g(E0), cost(h(T~)) +cost(g(E2)))). 
4. Consider n modifications to T as in the third part of the proof. Since h is weakly 
continuous in AT, the cumulative xpense of computing all the difference code for 
E = h(T) is 
O(n + max(cost(h(Tl) ) , cost(h(T2))) . 
Since g is strongly continuous in both AT and AE, the cumulative cost of 
maintaining E '= g(T, E) is O(n +m). Thus, the total cost of maintaining both E and 
E' is 
O(n + max(cost(h(T1) ) +cost(g(E1) ), cost(h(T2)) + cost(g(E2))) ). [] 
By using the information in Table 3 and applying Theorem 2, we can determine the 
continuity properties of the full expression (8), which tells us the cumulative cost of 
maintaining all six of the invariants (see Table 2). Since E1 is weakly continuous in S and 
E2 is strongly continuous in El, we know that the expression that results from composing 
E1 and E2 is weakly continuous in S. Since E3 is strongly continuous in E2, the 
expression that results from composing El, E2, and E3 is weakly continuous in S. Since 
E4 is weakly continuous in E3, we also know that the expression formed by composition 
from El, E2, E3, and E4 is weakly continuous in S. Finally, since E5 is strongly 
continuous in both S and E4, the full expression (8) is weakly continuous in S. 
Thus, the cumulative cost of maintaining all the invariants I1-I6 during execution of the 
while-loop is O(m). Combining this with previous analysis, we see that the running time 
of the program after finite differencing is O(m) with respect o our set theoretic 
complexity measure. 
The naNe approach for establishing the invariants Ii-I6 requires ix assignments and, 
hence, six implicit loops to construct he initial values for El-E6. This code can be 
improved by a constant factor speed-up using a loop combining transformation called 
Stream Processing (Goldberg and Paige, 1984). For this example stream processing will 
produce code that constructs El-E6 in two main loops (see the program code in Fig. 1). 
Another constant factor speed-up is achieved by Useless Code Elimination (Kennedy, 
1981; Paige and Koenig, 1982). Finite differencing and stream processing increase data 
independence and thus increase the potential amount of useless code. The variables E1 
and E3 do not contribute to the final value of the output variable S at all, so that 
statements assigning values to these variables can be eliminated from the code without 
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changing the semantics of the attribute closure program. These statements are marked as 
useless in the program code shown in Fig. 1. 
2.5. DATA STRUCTURE SELECTION--IMPLEMENTING SETS AND MAPS ON A RAM 
The code just presented still uses sets and maps as basic data types and is analysed for 
performance only in terms of the set theoretic omplexity measure (cf. Table 1). The third 
phase of the compiler (not yet fully operational) implements these sets and maps using 
conventional storage structures on a Uniform Cost Sequential Random Access Machine 
(RAM) (Aho et al., 1974; Mehlhorn, 1984), and guarantees that the transformed code has 
the same O(m) worst case asymptotic space and time RAM complexities as the set 
theoretic omplexities predicted from earlier analysis. This time bound is attained in part 
by also transforming the input statement of the program (see Fig. 1) into a formatted 
read; that is, the system informs the user to present he input in a particular way that 
makes computation easier. 
As in previous sections we will provide a somewhat informal description of our Data 
Structure Selection transformation and rely on illustrative xamples to clarify the basic 
ideas. A more precise and elaborate treatment including concrete algorithms and 
correctness proofs is found in Paige and Schonberg (1987). 
This last phase of compilation performs two steps. First, all non-elementary set 
theoretic operations remaining in the program are implemented in terms of the 
elementary operations hown in Table 1. The resulting program is said to be in set 
machine code normal form. This first step is straightforward and does not change the set 
theoretic complexity of the program. In  the second step we attempt to achieve our 
complexity objectives by translating each elementary set operation into conventional 
RAM operations whose asymptotic worst cast time and space RAM complexities fall 
within the set theoretic omplexities given in Table 1. 
It should be clear that these performance objectives cannot always be achieved, in 
which case a complete compiler would have to apply heuristics (e.g. representing sets as 
hash tables and search trees). However, our main interest in this section is to give 
sufficient conditions for when these performance objectives can be achieved. 
For our transformation to work smoothly we must beware of certain potentially costly 
copy operations hidden within any of the elementary set operations occurring in the set 
machine code form of the program. All such hidden operations are prohibited by the 
following copy avoidance conditions: 
1. Each modification to a set or map must be strict. This condition is guaranteed by 
the fixed point and finite differencing transformations. 
2. Whenever we add a set or map x to a set or map Q, only a pointer to x (and not a 
copy of x) is added to Q. This is an a priori implementation convention. 
3. Each modification to a set or map is destructive; i.e. the data structure storing the 
set or map is modified directly and need not be copied (which would be necessary if
there were any active references to the stored value of the set or map just before it is 
modified).t This condition is guaranteed by restricting the problem specification 
language and the transformations appropriately. 
4. No For-Loop, (for x~ Q) Block(x) end for, can contain any modifications to Q, 
except for deletions of the selected value x. This condition is guaranteed by the finite 
t Thus, in the case of the preceding condition x must not be modified at the same time that it is also 
incorporated inside any set or map Q, 
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differencing transformation and the transformation from non-elementary set 
operations to set machine code. 
Note that all but the first copy avoidance condition can be relaxed quite a bit for a 
more comprehensive data structure selection transformation. Conditions 2 and 3 can 
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program attribute_closure; 
l reprE2  ( ) tO ;  
input X, f ;  
S, El,  E2, E3, E4, ES, E6 :--={} ;
(for x E X) 
S with : = x; 
end for; 
$ El,  E2 and E6 are constructed in a single main loop 
(for Y E domain f) 
(for x E Y) 
E6{x} with := Y; 
if x ~ S then 
E2(Y) +:= 1; 
El {Y} with : = x; $ useless ; 
end if, 
end for; 
and for;  
E; E3, E4, and E5 are constructed in a single main loop ; 
(for Y E domain f) 
if E2(Y) = 0 then 
(for x E f{Y})  
if x ~ E4 then 
if x E S then 
E5 with := x; 
end if; 
E4 with ". = x; 
end if; 
end for; 
E3 with:  = Y; $ useless; 
end if; 
end for;  
(while =1 z E ES) 
$ beginning of collective predifference code 
(for Y E E6{z} ) $ for E1 through E6 with respectto S with :=z  
if E2 (Y) =1then  
(for x E f{Y})  
if x ~ E4 then 
if x E ,£then 
E5 wi th:  = x; 
end if; 
E4 with := x; 
end if; 
end for; 
E3 with : = Y,: 
end if; 
E2(Y) - ;=  1; 
El  {Y} less:= z 
end for; 
E5 l ess :=z ;  
S with : = z; 
end while; 
output S; 
end program ; 
$ use(ess ; 
$ useless ; 
$ end of  collective predifference code for  
$ E l  through E6 with respect to S with : = z ; 
Fig. 1. Attribute closure program after finite differencing. 
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sometimes be alleviated by the use of persistent data structures (Driscoll et al., 1986); 
condition 4 can be finessed by introducing code that first copies Q to a new set T and then 
iterates over T instead of Q. The cost of copying is dominated by the cost of the loop. 
However, dropping these restrictions would encumber our discussion with unnecessary 
detail that would detract from our main objective--describing a cohesive three-phase 
problem specification compiler. 
We can also avoid the hidden costs of garbage collection within the set machine code 
by imposing the following deallocation conditions: 
1. Any set or map assigned to the empty set must have been either previously 
undefined or a singleton set. 
2. Just prior to map indexed assignments of the form g{y}:= {}, g(y): = f~, or g(y): = z, 
the image sets g{y} must be empty or singletons. 
Both these conditions are ensured by requiring the transformation to set machine code to 
introduce all necessary garbage collection code explicitly in the source program. 
It is useful to begin discussing our method by dividing the primitive set operations into 
four categories: retrieval, access, addition, and initialisation. Set retrievals ~ Q, 3 x ~ Q, 
(for x ~ Q) . . .  end for, draw values from set Q; function retrieval g(y) draws a value from 
the range of g. Retrieval operations generate values that are subsequently used by 
addition and access operations. The domains of maps g are accessed by the expressions 
g(x) and g{x}, which can occur on the left or right of an assignment; stored sets can be 
accessed by memberships x~Q or by strict deletions Q less:= x. Strict element addition 
Q with: = x is placed in a separate category, because it augments without really accessing 
Q. Finally, there are the set and map initialisation operations, Q := {}, g: = {}, g {y}:= {}, 
g(y): = f~, and g(y): = z. 
We have to provide concrete data structures for all the stored sets in a program. The 
stored sets include all sets denoted by program variables. Also, all the elements of stored 
sets, if they are set valued, are stored sets. If a stored set is map valued, then also its 
domain and its images are stored sets.'j" 
Suppose that each stored set is implemented as a doubly linked list with a pointer to 
the first and a pointer to the last list cell. If the elements of the set are of fixed length, then 
each list cell stores a set element; otherwise, it stores a pointer to a set element. Suppose 
also that the domain of each map is implemented in the same way as sets, except hat 
each list cell stores both a domain element x and either the range value g(x) or the image 
set g{x) depending on whether g is single- or multi-valued. 
The preceding data structures, which we call unbased set and map representations, 
easily support all of the retrieval, addition, and initialisation operations in the required 
time and space bounds. They even support hose operations that access a set Q using a 
value x that is also retrieved from the same set Q, e.g. 
(while 3 x ~ Q) 
Q less: = x; 
end while; 
However, these data structures fail to support efficient access operations on a set Q 
using a value x that is retrieved from a different set T. To handle this more difficult case, 
1" Recall that maps are also sets. 
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first/lost irst/last {x} 
Unbased set Unbased map 
8 s 
last k ~ ~ ~ ~ J  last 
Bose 
Sparse set Local set 
Fig. 2. Set representations. 
we first assume that the value x retrieved from T could be any element of T. The problem 
is to locate x at a place h(x) inside Q, where h(x) is a unit-time deterministic calculation. If
we also assume that calculation of h(x) is based solely on x, then we can sometimes solve 
this problem in the following way. Let a third set B store elements of both T and Q. 
Represent T as a set of pointers h(x) to each value x stored inside B. Store Q and B 
together as a set of records. The first field of each record is a value x that could belong to 
either T or Q. All records whose value in the first field belongs to Q use the second field to 
form a doubly linked list. For all other records the second field is empty (denoted by f~). 
We call B a base after Schwartz (1975), who developed a similar idea for SETL 
optimisation. We say that sets T and Q are based on B. We say that T is a sparse set and 
Q is a local set (see Fig. 2).1" We extend these data structures to obtain sparse or local 
representations for map domains by also including the function value or a pointer to the 
image set value in each list cell, as in the unbased case. 
Before analysing the performance of based representations, we should state the 
following strong set representation conditions, which simplify our treatment of bases 
considerably: 
1. (Base Definition Condition) The construction of each base B must be done external 
to the program and read in with the input values. The value of B must be obtained 
by taking unions of sets contained within the input data. 
2. (Static Base Condition) Each base B must remain constant during execution starting 
from the time when B is input. 
3. (Global Base Condition) Each based set in the program keeps its same based 
representation throughout i s existence starting from the time it is initially defined. 
Assuming that these representation conditions hold, we can proceed to analyse the 
performance of sparse and local sets and maps. We say that two sets are compatible when 
they are aggregated around the same base. Sparse and local representations will support 
efficient retrieval and initialisation operations. Both representations will also support 
efficient element addition, but only when the value added is retrieved from a compatible 
set. Local sets can be accessed efficiently only when the access argument is retrieved from 
t Although the sparse and local representations given here are similar to the SETL representations of the 
same name, our data structures and their performance are significantly different. 
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a compatible set. However, because there are no pointers from a base to the sparse sets 
aggregated around it, access operations are limited for sparse sets in the same way as for 
unbased sets. 
Observe that one benefit gained from based representations is that space is conserved, 
because we can avoid storing the same value inside several different sets sharing the same 
base. These values are stored in only one place--the base. A second benefit is the high 
degree of efficiency in time costs that can result from implementing storage and access 
operations on based sets and maps using unit time loads and stores. 
Having provided an overview of the data representations, we can now sketch the 
implementation design and its application to our attribute closure example. The 
implementation carries out the following five steps: (1) Determine all the stored sets 
contained within the input variables. (2)Determine the bases, which are formed from 
unions of these sets. (3) Analyse inclusion relations between stored sets within all program 
variables and these bases. (4)Find based representations for all stored sets. (5)Refine 
these set representations i to the final data structures. 
A simple variant of the set theoretic type analysis in Tenenbaum (1974) applied to 
problem specification (1) determines the types of the input variables X and f. From the 
inclusion operation X --- S we see that X is a set of type generic, where generic is assumed 
to be any type. It is also straightforward to infer that the domain of the multi-valued map 
f is  a set of sets of type generic; its range is a set of type generic. Based on transformation 
(5) we also know that the output variable S is a subset of X u range f, which indicates that 
S is a set of type generic. 
To uncover the bases we partition the sets determined from the preceding type analysis 
into maximal collections of sets that might overlap. Bases are formed from unions of such 
overlapping sets. The three inclusion operations occurring in (1), X ~ S, Y-c S, and 
f{ Y} ~ S indicate potential overlapping between the arguments to these operations. Thus, 
one base A is the union of X, range f, and each element of the domain o f f  A is the set of 
attributes included in the initial set of attributes X and the set of functional dependencies 
f The remaining set domain f is,  by itself, the second base I. 
The next step is to determine the inclusion relations that hold between the stored sets 
occurring in the attribute closure program shown in Fig. 1 and the two bases A and I. 
After straightforward syntactic analysis of the invariants (Table 2) we obtain the following 
relations: 
(13) Variables/Type 
X~A 
f: I - ->> A $ --:>> denotes multi-valued 
S=_A 
a I~A 
E2: 1 - -> int i> 0 $ - -> denotes ingle-valued 
E4~_A 
E5~_A 
Er: A - ->> I 
From the base relations indicated in (13) and analysis of the operations found in the 
attribute closure program shown in Fig. 1 we obtain the initial data representations for 
sets according to the following rules: 
1. A set Q is locally based if it is a set valued variable or the domain of a map valued 
variable that is accessed using a variable x that can be retrieved from a set other 
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than Q. For our example domain f and domain E2 are locally based on 1, while S, 
E4, and domain E6 are locally based on A. 
2. A set Q is sparsely based if it is any stored set not previously found to be locally 
based and if a value y is retrieved from Q and then added to or used to access a 
sparse or local set T. The elements of I, X, ES, and the image sets f (  Y} are sparse 
sets based on A; the image sets Er{z} are sparse sets based on 1. 
(3) Any set that is not local or sparse is unbased. For our example only range E2 is 
unbased. 
We make the following claim for sufficiency of the preceding analysis: 
The method fails if and only if any set Q is determined to be local or sparse but can 
be accessed or augmented using a value x not retrieved from a compatible local or 
sparse set. 
The method succeeds for the attribute closure example. 
After the initial data representations are obtained from the previous steps, they can 
sometimes be further efined by taking the following steps: 
1. Any local set that does not participate in a retrieval operation does not have to be 
implemented asa linked list. In this case a local set variable can be implemented asa 
single bit field indicating whether the base element belongs to the set or not; for a 
locally based map domain, we just store a field containing the range value or the 
image set. In the attribute closure example, all of the locally based sets are simplified 
by this rule. 
2. For any linked list implementation f a set Q, if all deletions are of values retrieved 
from the same set Q, then the list can be one-way. All of the list implementations i  
our example are refined to be one-way. 
When applied to attribute closure, the data structure selection method just described 
chooses the aggregate data structure formed from bases A and I shown in Fig. 3. The 
final code is guaranteed topreserve the O(m) set theoretic time compiexity as a worst case 
asymptotic time bound under a RAM complexity measure with a uniform cost criterion. 
The space complexity remains O(m). 
Our method of data structure selection may be regarded as a highly constrained top- 
down variant of the SETL data structure selection and aggregation transformation first 
f{y} A SE4 E6 
(queue) 
Fig. 3, Aggregated storage structures for the attribute closure program. 
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described by Schwartz (1975) and developed further within the SETL optimiser by 
Schonberg et al. (1981), Dewar et al. (1979) and Freudenberger et al. (1983). What 
primarily distinguishes the data structure selection approaches of RAPTS (described here) 
and SETL from other related work by Low (1974), Rovner (1977), Barstow (1979) and 
Kant (1981) is our emphasis on automation and our guarantees of improvement in
performance. In order to achieve the precise guarantees in RAPTS, we sacrifice 
completeness and limit the repertoire of data structures considered. To achieve its broader 
goals without sacrificing completeness, SETL resorts to a more heuristic approach and 
slightly more complicated ata structures. In both RAPTS and SETL more complicated 
data organisations such as trees must be explicitly programmed. The other approaches 
cited above consider many more representations including highly organised tree 
structures. However, we believe that the SETL and RAPTS approaches have stronger 
theoretical underpinnings and come closer to satisfying their respective goals. We also feel 
that our approaches form a useful basis for further extension. 
It is worthwhile making a few comparative remarks about RAPTS and SETL. In 
RAPTS, we finesse the problem of constructing the based data structure by implicitly 
transforming the read statement into a formatted read. That is, we inform the user to 
format the input to include the base sets. We assume the user does this correctly, and 
execution of the read statement does not verify this assumption. The read statement 
inputs the formatted ata and constructs an initial aggregate data structure. For our 
example, the read statement inputs the bases A and I together with the variables fand  X 
to form the based representation shown in Fig. 3. 
Like the SETL optimiser, we determine bases from analysis of set inclusion and 
membership relations among set valued variables, and from examination of operations on 
set and map variables. However, the restricted context in which we make use of data 
structure selection makes our implementation design much simpler than SETL's. Our 
top-d0wn approach utilises information readily available from the previous 
transformations, e.g. from the abstract problem specification and from the invariants 
implemented by finite differencing. 
In contrast o RAPTS, the SETL optimiser must choose data structures for highly 
unpredictable and unrestricted code produced by a user in a general purpose language of 
a much lower level of abstraction than our problem specification language. In this more 
general context he analysis for set inclusion and membership relations to determine bases 
is extremely difficult. The SETL optimiser also takes the pragmatic approach of 
improving code as much as it can, and this can lead to hash table and non-optimal 
implementations for sets and maps. While we force the responsibility of constructing the 
base on the user supplying the input data, the SETL optimiser accepts whatever form of 
input the user provides and compiles the code to construct based representations a  part 
of the program. The values of SETL bases can be modified during run-time. Based 
representations can even undergo conversion to different forms when execution moves 
from one program region to the next. Thus, it is fair to say that the kind of data structure 
selection that the SETL optimiser solves is a different, more difficult problem than the 
one discussed in this paper. It is also not surprising that the optimiser is a 24,000 line 
SETL program (Schonberg et al., 1981; Freudenberger et al., 1983), while the entire 
RAPTS system is less than 3000 lines of SETL code. The data structure selection 
component to be added is not expected to be more than 500 lines. 
As a final remark, we are currently investigating a fourth compiler phase that eliminates 
unnecessary pointers and introduces address arithmetic. For our example, all the lists 
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representing the domain elements Y off, and the image sets f{Y} and E6{z} could be 
compressed into arrays, because their values do not change after they are constructed. E5
could also be an array implementing a queue, because its size is bounded by its base A 
(cf. Fig. 3). 
3. Related Work 
There have been various proposals for program development methodologies in which a 
computer system is used to aid in the formulation of precise problem specifications, in the 
synthesis of efficient and correct programs, and in the analysis of performance. A few 
systems have actually been implemented. Although some of these systems are fully general 
in expressive power, they all lack a sufficient degree of automation to make them viable 
alternatives to conventional ad hoc approaches. Below we briefly mention four such 
approaches. 
The first approach, exemplified by Manna and Waldinger (1980), Bibel (1980), Goad 
(1980), Goto (1979), and Bates and Constable (1985), uses a constructive proof method to 
formulate problems and refine them into correct implementations. A constructive 
program proof system synthesises a program as the byproduct of a proof of a theorem 
stating that if the input values satisfy the input assumptions, then there exist output 
values satisfying the input/output relation. The user supplies the system with such a 
theorem and is assisted in generating and checking aproof. The program is the main part 
of the proof--the part that implements he existential quantifier by actually finding these 
output values. 
Another approach gets around the whole issue of program synthesis and verification by 
executing the specifications directly. For example, PROLOG is a Horn clause 
specification language in which specifications are evaluated using resolution theorem 
proving (Robinson, 1965; Kowalski, 1974). Another class of examples where specifi- 
cations are executed is based on term rewriting systems, e.g. the methods of Knuth 
and Bendix (1970), Huet (1980), Lescanne (1983), Hoffmann and O'Donnell (1982), and 
Dershowitz (1983). A variant of this idea known as the axiomatic approach in Guttag and 
Horowitz (1978) works by turning algebraic axioms into a reduction system. Hoffmann 
and O'Donnell (1982) have also developed this idea based on what they call an 
equational theory, and they have applied it to specifications of fairly sophisticated data 
structures and language interpreters. 
Numerous researchers have also considered a transformational pproach to the 
development of efficient and correct programs from abstract specifications or high level 
programs. The paradigm for this approach requires that an initial abstract program be 
composed, and then proved correct using any standard approach such as the methods of 
Floyd (1967) and Hoare (1969). Next, using a system equipped with a library of 
correctness preserving transformations, each of which maps a program into another 
equivalent program, these transformations are selected and successively applied until a 
low level implementation is obtained. 
Boyle (1970), Cheatham et al. (1981), Standish et al. (1976), Loveman (1977), Burstall 
and Darlington (1977), Bauer and Wossner (1982), Freudenberger et al. (1983), Scherlis 
(1981), Scherlis and Scott (1985), Paige (1983), and others (e.g. Biermann et al., 1984) 
have proposed and implemented transformational programming systems that differ 
according to specification language and the degree to which the selection and justification 
of transformations are mechanised. Manna and Waldinger, Bibel, Goto, and Bates and 
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Constable, cited earlier for their work in constructive proof methodology, gain additional 
power by also making use of transformations. 
While most attention has been paid to formalising and mechanising program 
development and verification, we should mention three interesting projects dealing with 
computer assisted analysis of program performance. Computer assisted microanalysis of
programs was proposed by Ramshaw (1979) using program analysis rules based on 
Knuth (1972). A variant of this idea was later implemented by Cohen (1982). In both of 
these projects the time and space complexity is determined from close analysis of low level 
structural properties (e.g. branching and recursion) of code. The work that comes closest 
to ours is that of Willard (1978, 1983, 1984), who considered binding complexity at 
language design time. Willard defined a subset Q of Relational Calculus (Codd, 1970), 
and he associated with each query q ~ Q an implementation that runs in O(n log k n) time 
and O(n) space, where k is some small integer dependent on q and n represents he size of 
all the information in the database. His time complexity measure was based on a single 
hash operation taking unit time. This theoretical result is of significant pragmatic 
importance, and leaves much room for further generalisations. 
4. Conclusion 
Using a fairly complicated case study, we have described basic high level optimisation 
techniques that mechanically derive efficient implementations from a wide class of formal 
abstract problem specifications. (This class is suggested in the discussion of each 
transformation, and is more precisely defined in another paper in preparation by the first 
author.) The fixed point and finite differencing transformations have actually been 
implemented--and used effectively to compile set-linear time programs from problem 
specifications for several other examples including graph reachability and cycle testing. 
Several prominent computer scientists have been pessimistic about the possibility of 
automating program derivations such as those we have considered. In a recent paper Bird 
(1984) provides a derivation of a cycle tester procedure by hand, and he concludes 
" . . .  we see the transformational approach as no more automatable as programming 
by stepwise refinement, or mathematics for that matter." 
Studying the same problem of graph cycle testing, Dewar et al. (1979) express imilar 
scepticism. Yet, RAPTS has automatically derived an efficient linear time cycle testing 
algorithm from a one-line Problem specification (almost identical to the one considered 
by Dewar et al.) using the same transformations a were applied here to the attribute 
closure problem. 
Our work suggests that major aspects of programming are susceptible to automation. 
Generalisations to indeterminate ("some . . ." )  problems and problems that yield 
sequences (based, perhaps, on the reeent backtracking work of Sharir (1982)), partitions, 
and numbers hould be investigated, aswell as mechanical translation to parallel machine 
models. We expect hat the perfection of our techniques could lead to a system that cuts 
down on the cost of software development much like the way symbolic algebra systems 
such as MACSVMA (Math Lab Group, 1977) cut down on the cost of mathematical 
calculations. 
We would like to thank Ed Schonberg for sharing insights about data structure selection. We 
have benefited from discussions with Jiazhen Cai about the expressive power of problem 
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specification languages. We also thank one of the referees for a thorough review that helped 
substantially to improve the quality of the final paper. 
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Appendix: Problem Background 
The following discussion of attribute closure is based on Ul lman (1980). Let  
U = {AI . . . .  , An} be a finite set of elements called attributes. We associate a set Vl with 
each attribute Al, i=  1 . . .  n. A relation over the attributes At . . . .  , A, is a set of n-tuples 
r ~ V1 x . . .  x Vn. If t is an n-tuple belonging to a relation r over the attributes of U, then 
the value of t in its Ar th  attribute is the i-th component of t. If X and Y are subsets of U,  
then the ordered pair X ~ Y denotes a functional dependency over the attributes of U, I f  r 
is a relation over the attributes of  U, we say that r satisfies the functional dependency 
X ~ Y / f f  every two n-tuples in r that have the same values in their X attributes also have 
the same values in their Y attributes. If F is a set of functional dependencies over U, then 
r satisfies F /ff r satisfies every functional dependency belonging to F. I f  F is a set of 
functional dependencies over the attributes A1 , . . . ,  An, then the relational scheme 
R(A1, . . . ,  An) constrained by F is the set of all relations over A1 . . . . .  An that satisfy F. A 
set of functional dependencies F logically implies a functional dependency X~Y i f fevery 
relation in any relational scheme constrained by F also satisfies X ~ Y. 
DEFINITION 2. If  F is a set of functional dependencies, then the functional dependency 
closure F + of F is the set of all functional dependencies logically implied by F. 
DEFI~TION 3. The attribute closure X~ of a set X of attributes with respect to a set F of 
functional dependencies i the set of individual attributes A for which X ~ A is logically 
implied by F. When F is understood, we will simply write X +. 
Ul lman points out that the functional dependency closure F + is useful in determining 
keys, in normalisation, and in determining equivalence for sets of functional dependencies. 
However,  F + is expensive to compute, because it can be exponential ly larger than F. The 
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attribute closure X~, which is much less expensive to compute, can sometimes be used 
instead of F +. For example, to decide whether a functional dependency V~W belongs to 
F + we only need to test W-  V¢. To determine whether two sets of functional 
dependencies F and G are equivalent without computing the functional dependency 
closures, we can perform the following test, which only makes use of attribute closures: 
(V Y~Z~FI  Z -= Y~) & (V Y--+Z ~G I Z ---Y~) 
The attribute closure X + of a set X of attributes with respect o a set F of functional 
dependencies can be defined inductively according to the following theorem based on 
Armstrong (1974). 
THEOREM 3. X + is the smallest set of attributes atisfying the following rules: 
1. X -X  + 
2~ I fV -~W is in F and V-cX +, then W-~X + 
